UCI presents the X LATIN AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL

All films start at 7 p.m.  
Located in HIB 100 | Admission: $2

APRIL 16  PROHIBIDO PROHIBIR (FORBIDDEN TO PROHIBIT)  
2006 | Dir. Jorge Duran | Brazil  
105 minutes | DVD  
Portuguese with English subtitles

APRIL 17  EL VIOLIN (THE VIOLIN)  
2006 | Dir. Francisco Vargas | Mexico  
98 minutes | DVD  
Spanish with English subtitles

APRIL 18  XXY  
2007 | Dir. Luís Puenzo | Argentina  
97 minutes | DVD  
Spanish with English subtitles

APRIL 23  POLVO NUESTRO QUE ESTÁS EN  
LOS CIELOS (DUST IN HEAVEN)  
2008 | Dir. Beatriz Fierro Silva | Uruguay  
120 minutes | 35mm  
Spanish with English subtitles  
Round table discussion with the director  
5-8:30 p.m. at HH 344

APRIL 24  A VIA LÁCTEA (THE MILKY WAY)  
2007 | Dir. Lina Chamie | Brazil  
86 minutes | DVD  
Portuguese with English subtitles

APRIL 25  SECRETOS DE LA LUCHA (SECRETS OF COMBAT)  
2007 | Dir. Malena Eidnogian | France  
85 minutes | DVD  
Spanish and French with English subtitles

2009 SPONSORS:  
Professor Jaime E. Rodríguez and the Center for Latin American Studies,  
UCI Film and Video Center, Department of Spanish and Portuguese,  
The Humanities Center, and the International Center for Writing and Translation

FILM FESTIVAL COMMITTEE:  
Jacobo Seifart, Nicholas Parnell,  
Cynthia Quntaro, Alberto Landaveri

For more information, visit: www.filmandvideocenter.com.